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The importance of explaining industrial design diversity
L. Justice Georgia Institute of Technology , USA

Abstract
Clients in industry who come from disciplines other than design often experience deep frustration
when working with or hiring industrial designers because they are not aware of the diversity in the
field. Their frustration is understandable because designers themselves do not explain the diversity
well and present themselves as generalists who can solve any problem. The real issue is that all
designers cannot solve any problem and the word “research” has become as vague as the word
“design”. In addition, some designers are wonderfully self-expressive and produce passionate
designs and other designers produce wonderfully analytical solutions to complex problems. But
designers are not always honest about their abilities and believe they can “do it all”.
While industry needs to educate themselves about the diversity in the field of design and the
continuum of designers between the arts and sciences, the designers need to stop presenting
themselves as the problem solvers for projects that require research, if they do not have traditional
research training. While design generalists have a refreshing and useful “birds eye view” of the
design process, this philosophy can damage the reputation and integrity of the profession, if the
work is superficial in its solution. The clients need to ask the right questions of the designer, the
designers need to ask the hard questions of the clients, and students thinking of entering a particular
design school need to ask questions about design program philosophies and methods.
Industry in general, and other disciplines in the university, need to be informed of the diversity in
our field and that it is a good thing when the right designer is chosen. The designers in our
profession need to be able to say they are not the right person for the job, if they are not, and
recommend a designer fit for the particular project. This integrity will help to ensure the growing
respect for our profession.
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The importance of explaining industrial design diversity
Introduction
I am often in the position of recommending industrial designers for employment, admitting
undergraduate and graduate students to an educational institution, and explaining my own design
and design research work to potential clients. Although the industrial design profession has made
great strides in the past ten years introducing the benefits of design to industry and the general
population, many clients do not know what an industrial designer does, and very few are aware of
the great diversity that exists among the designers in the industrial design profession. They believe
one designer fits all projects. The problem is that some designers believe this also. In 1949 George
Nelson (Pulos, 1983) observed:
“In the end even this most prosperous and glamorous and complicated of professions comes
down to a thing that is very old and simple: one man’s integrity against another’s, one man’s
capacity as a working artist against another’s, the vision with which he establishes his
standards and the courage with which he sticks by them” (George Nelson, 1949)
It is not always the fault of industry for not understanding the field of design, or designers, because
the field is diverse and the designers have very diverse training. The designers, understandably
eager for projects, will say they are capable of doing a particular design job, when in fact, they are
not capable. The client’s confusion seems to emerge when he or she realizes the designer wants to
personalize the design solution, self-express in ways that are not wanted or appropriate, or they do
not understand the design problem to be solved (Newstetter and McCracken 2001).
Client confusion also arises when the design project warrants design research. Many designers say
they do design research, when the term “research” has become as vague as the word “design”. The
term “design research” has now stretched from viewing similar products on the market or doing
visual concepts, to qualitative and quantitative systematic inquiries.
The problem is compounded further when the client does not know when design research is needed
and neither does the designer who was hired for the project. These are the situations that label our
profession superficial, confusing, frustrating, expensive, and hurt the entire profession. It may only
take a few short years of badly chosen design projects, and poorly solved design problems, to make
others wary of our profession. In a corporate interview on the design strategy for the company
Master Lock, Gianfranco Zaccai discusses the successful process and strategy saying: “We did this
by conducting qualitative research, analyzing the results, and then utilizing several iterations of
illustrations, simulations, and rapid prototyping to test and expand the hypotheses.” While it is clear
to Mr. Zaccai that research was a necessary part of the success of the Master Lock design, it is
important that the designers on that team, and Mr. Zaccai, understand what qualitative research is
and how to analyze the results properly. A designer with no understanding of research, who
attempts to conduct or analyze research, runs the risk of skewed findings that lead to design
solutions that are inappropriate.
The designers themselves do not agree on many issues about design and what constitutes design
research, and design curricula differ around the world. I contend that diversity in design is not the
problem but misrepresentation of designers to industry. Diversity in our design programs is natural
because of our bridge between the arts and sciences. In the “Recommendations for Design” section
of an article titled “Design Research: Building the Knowledge Base,” Charles Owen (1997)
recommends that “research and professional advanced education” in the field of design are
distinguished. He goes on to recommend: “Differentiate areas of design specialty and concentrate
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resources.(p. 7) The result of distinguishing and differentiating content areas in the discipline of
design points to the building of expertise in particular areas of design. The benefit of this
differentiation is that we have expert designers working on projects for which they were trained.
The downside of the differentiation is that designers cannot move so easily (as generalists) to a
wide range of projects.
Design is a field that is very welcoming, and in turn, far reaching. But the problem lies in the
integrity of the field and the integrity of the people. The design field is in danger of losing its
credibility if misrepresentation persists, something most unfortunate because our current good
design reputation has been built by many diligent, caring people. We are in danger of losing our
credibility with other disciplines because designers do not take the time to choose the right design
projects, and turn down the ones they are not capable of taking on. A graphic designer who says he
or she can do information architecture, when their training only covered hierarchy of information in
a visual communication course, or the home interior designer who does a commercial environment
without understanding room programming, these designers also need to position themselves and
seek the correct projects.
Part of the problem for industrial designers is that they have been trained to become generalists,
taking a simplified design process diagram and using it as their wayfinding system. But many leave
off that last part of the problem solving process, “evaluation”, because of time constraints or lack of
good methods of evaluation. I hope the industrial designers who are trained in self-expressive
design treatments, and no formal research methods, will avoid projects for medical equipment,
nuclear controls, and airline cockpits, and that the words “Sure, I can do that!” do not escape their
lips.
Industry, also, is eager to capture the “magic” they see coming from designers and will hire external
consultants, who may be generalists, rather than train in-house specialists needed for a design
problem. In 1985, Cooper and Press discuss design in industry and the role of the generalist
consultant:
“While the use of design expertise by companies grew significantly during the 1980s, they
were far more reliant upon the use of designers as external consultants than employing them
as in-house designers. This brought advantages for both users and providers of design
skills….But some have argued that it also engendered a superficial view of design and an
immature industry that was highly vulnerable to recession.” (p. 30)
The design generalists, trained in the arts and crafts methods, sometimes object to higher degrees
(Justice 1998). Many do not understand why a designer might want or need a Masters or Ph.D.
When the design generalist hears that research should be conducted in the design process they seem
to struggle with why this must be. Their confidence often exceeds their skill. The answers are
supposed to come from them, not from others. Yes, they believe it is OK to get information from
others but why make it a formal and systematic review? The design generalist’s simplified view can
be a wonderful thing for assessing the big picture, but for a design project that needs a detailed
analysis and testing of complex parts, such as the hardware/software interface for a product control
system, many designer’s attentions fall short.
Industry has become frustrated with the field of design because they often don’t get what they want
because the wrong designer was chosen for the problem that needed solved. But industry also needs
to educate themselves more about the fields of design and learn to ask the right questions.
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Industry and academic issues
The following industry and academic cases happened in the past year and resulted in frustration,
confusion, and sometimes anger with the design situation. In both cases the designers (professionals
and students) experienced rejection due to uninformed clients and uninformed students on the same
team.
Industry
This past year a CEO of a very profitable U.S. company expressed to me that he had fired designer
after designer because he felt they were not offering proper solutions for his company. He was very
dissatisfied with the approach to the problem the designers used, and the resulting process and
solutions. They all seemed to miss the mark, he said, even after various company engineers spent
hours discussing the product goals, functions and uses with the designers. He said the designers
always seemed to “do what they wanted to do”, and the resulting design solutions were not a fit
with the company, even though the designer thought they were great. He did not understand the
disconnection between the designers hired and the resulting solutions proposed for the company,
which is an engineering-driven company. At first, I believed he defined the problem well enough
for the designers, but this was not the case. The problem was clearly defined as it was explained to
me. I then thought the issue might be a lack of respect for designers by the engineers in the
company, but this was not the case. This company wanted design, and designers. The corporate
administration knew they wanted an industrial designer to help make their products attractive to
consumers. By the end of my meeting with the CEO, I realized that he had been hiring the wrong
type of designer. He was hiring designers who were self-expressive and trained (and wanting) to do
unique and creative work that communicated their vision of what the product should look like.
What he really needed was a designer who was trained (and wanting) to do work that provided a
solution informed from the collective intelligence of a team of engineers, manufacturers, and
marketers, and that design solution was supported by research. He was not comfortable moving
forward on a project without some verification from data.
Academic
A similar situation occurred in a university project at a school last year. The design, computer, and
business students all worked together on an industry project for a large American firm. After the
project problem was introduced, project teams were formed. The business students immediately
informed the other students that they had a minimum of two hours each week to devote to that
particular project, and that they heard that design students stayed up all night just drawing. The
computer students didn’t understand why the designers wanted to do initial observation of people
using the products that needed re-design because they felt they really needed to nail the technology
first, before they even decided to think about form. The business students were asked to find an
acceptable target market to help decide whether a product redesign should be attempted at all. The
business students said, “give us the idea and then we will do the numbers as to whether it is feasible
or not.” The designers were frustrated and said they couldn’t possibly think “blue sky” when they
were already under such parameters for the project. The entire project took a bad turn because of
the attitudes of the students, and I might add, the instructors. Had the right questions been asked,
and noted, at the beginning of the process, the frustration and disillusion might not have happened.
All students walked away with a jaded view of the other disciplines, the very opposite of the goal of
the interdisciplinary project in the first place. The prejudices, and lack of information on the part of
the instructors, were carried by the students and leadership was weak. Early questions about
working habits, best practices, expectations, etc. would have helped the students understand and
begin to respect the other’s skills, but expectations for the others was unrealistic.
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The need for communication
We have watched other professions that were once respected, fall into disrespect. Much of this
disrespect was because the members of those disrespected professions did not respect the other
members. The industrial design profession runs the risk of losing professional ground if it does not
communicate to the world that, yes, it is a diverse profession, and diversity is a beneficial situation
that offers a variety of designers for a variety of products. But the right designer must be matched to
the design problem.
We can not continue to sell ourselves as researchers when we are not, or expressive designers when
we are not. Nor should industrial designers take on a graphic design job without graphic training, or
an architect take on an interior design job, without appropriate training. Like other professions, we
need to find what we do best and promote ourselves in that niche.
We must also communicate our admiration for other types of designers who are not like us, and
may have skills we don’t possess. This will help us to build a good design culture and have others
eager to work with our profession. But successful communication has a sender and a receiver and
the right questions need to be asked to assess if the design problem is right for your skills, or if
someone else should be recommended. Listed in the next section are generalized queries for clients,
designers, and students seeking a good fit.

Placement queries
Industry hiring query
The following questions are indications of the type of conversations I have with someone hiring a
designer, especially for the first time. These will assist the client with probing for information about
the right fit of designer to project.
What do you hope to accomplish with this project?
Does this project require research of any kind?
Does this project require the designer to solve the problem with a team of people?
Do you feel comfortable around designers or do you have notions about them?
What is your corporate culture like?
Is your corporate culture more science or art oriented?
Will the others in the team work easily with a creative designer?
Is your company engineering (or marketing, or manufacturing, etc.) driven?
Do you have people to carry out the design concept?
Are you looking for a solution that is artful and expressive, or analytical and supported by
traditional research methods?
Student hiring query
The art and design schools in the United States fall into a continuum along art and sciences. Schools
are either art schools that offer industrial design or research institutions that offer industrial design.
Students often visit the schools to see which one is a good fit for them, but they may assess a school
for other reasons than the industrial design curriculum. Listed below are questions I ask students
before admitting them to the program:
Can you draw?
Have you had art or design classes in high school?
Do you have a portfolio?
Do you like to work on one thing until you have it right or come up with ideas and move on to the
next thing?
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Which types of products would you like to design? Housewares? Autos? Medical Equipment?
Sporting goods?
If you were to re-design a product, can you think of one that needs improvement? Why?
Would you like to design for other age groups or would you like to design products for yourself?
Why do you want to become a product designer?
Would you rather go into Fine Art?
Do you think you need to be a designer, instead of an artist, to get employment?
If students seem more interested in Fine Art, or the more self-expressive products, then they should
go to an art school that has an industrial design program. If students want to work on large complex
projects that require research and the involvement of other disciplines, then those students should
go to a research university. This is, of course, a simplification of the decision-making process but
placement of the right student in the right school is important.
Design client query
The following questions can be used by designers to understand the type of designer and outcome
the client wants and the process that will be involved. If the designer wants to do more expressive
work and not be loaded down in details, and the client needs excessive amounts of traditional
research, the designer should turn down the job offer.
What type of problem are you trying to solve?
Do you have a design team assembled already?
Do you already have a solution or do you need more?
Do you want something conservative or new and innovative?
Do you want me to come up with solutions and come back to present or do you want someone to
work side by side with others to solve the problem?
Who is the decision maker(s)?
How innovative can I get with this? Total redesign or just this one area?
What type of process do you anticipate?
What type of research do you anticipate?
Do you like working with creative people or would you rather not be involved?
These questions are asked to learn if the client wants strict control over everything or will let the
process unfold.

Conclusions
As many more designers are hired, the possibility exists for great confusion about the field of
design. Since our profession is so diverse, and we do not have standards or licensing, we need to
uphold our profession as honorable, and the designers themselves as having integrity. Part of that
integrity is turning down a design project that is not a good fit for them. If designers become known
as unreliable and difficult to work with, industry will find ways to work without us, and the
reputation of all designers will be difficult to build. We may need to “police” our own profession
and ask our fellow designers if they are asking the right questions and signing up for the right jobs.
Communicating our diversity, and strengths, is of utmost importance to keep respect growing for
our field of industrial design.
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